Rego Consulting is the largest and most
highly-referenced global reseller of CA
PPM (Clarity). With 350 clients
representing more than 50% of the major
CA PPM users, Rego stands apart for five
key reasons.
5 Reasons to Buy CA PPM Software from Rego
1. Rego has the Highest Customer Satisfaction Ratings
Rego's CA PPM (Clarity) clients get the highest returns, and they're happy to talk about it. From
small companies to major corporations doing billions in annual revenue (like Wyndham Hotels,
Columbia Sportswear, and Anixter), Rego's 350 clients represent more than 50% of North
American CA PPM users.
We've worked with user bases of 50 to 35,000. Whatever your maturity, Rego is happy to answer
your questions and put you in touch with our client-references, who will speak to our ability to
meet your needs.
“As the largest Clarity services partner and No#1 CA PPM reseller in North America, Rego
oﬀers Anixter the best possible value for its PPM budget.” –Ram Narain, VP Enterprise PMO,
Anixter

2. Rego's Competitive CA PPM (Clarity) Software Pricing Comes Bundled with
the regoXchange CA PPM Library
When you choose CA PPM (Clarity) software from Rego, it comes bundled with the regoXchange.
This massive, prebuilt content library is valued at over $40K and includes the CA PPM Global User
Community’s most requested CA PPM add-ons, training content, and best practices.
Rego has invested over $1M into the not-for-proﬁt regoXchange Solutions Library over the years,
and there are hundreds of reports, portlets, dashboards, workﬂows, quick reference guides,
training videos, and PMI registered education courses available. This means Rego's CA PPM (Clarity)
clients spend less on deployment, training, change management, adoption, and integrations.
“With CA PPM SaaS and expert guidance from Rego Consulting, teams across the globe can all
work collaboratively.” – Chris Shortall, Director of Business Operations, Polycom

3. Rego is Easier to Work With and Delivers Better Value
Rego enjoys a great relationship with CA. We meet regularly with CA PPM product, engineering,
sales, and marketing VP’s and directors. Inﬂuential CA Partner-Account-Directors join our clients’
sales and support teams.
As a CA PPM Beta Product and Testing Partner, Rego receives advance product information,
contributes to early hands-on testing, and inﬂuences new product releases and product
roadmaps.
If you originally bought software from CA directly and are renewing with Rego, you'll be pleased
to know all existing license, support, SLA's, and maintenance agreements remain in full force
and eﬀect with CA, and we'll make sure we're fully compliant with your procurement criteria.
“Rego was outstanding as usual. They are quick to respond, and they are a true partner with
regards to CA PPM.” – MS

4. Rego Guides are Expert-Practioners with Proven Best Practices
Rego's 130 consultants are expert-practioners on the ground with CA PPM (Clarity) day-in and
day-out. We average one CA PPM upgrade every three days, and we've performed hundreds of
successful PPM implementations across every industry.
Rego's collective PPM knowledge spans 1,200 years, and we stay in daily contact with each other.
When you choose Rego, you're choosing the best possible experience.
“I wanted to thank you for your extraordinary eﬀorts in helping us implement CA PPM. Your
genuine and sincere engagement whilst working side-by-side with our team is the
embodiment of a true partnership. Your tireless eﬀorts and those of the rest of the Rego team
have set the bar high, and it's very much appreciated.” – Musadiq, Large Bank

5. Clients of Rego Maximize their Investment in CA PPM (Clarity)
One of the major beneﬁts of choosing Rego is enjoying an expert guide in your corner. Rego's CA
PPM (Clarity) consultants are responsive, and we'll help you develop a proven best-practice
strategy. We can help you with purchasing decisions and timelines, at a price that is consistent
with or better than our competitors—while delivering better value.
When it comes to PPM software, services, training, and integrations, Rego is the trusted, go-to
partner of many prestigious organizations, for good reasons. We'll use our experience to
successfully guide you through the PPM space.
“The resources we had assigned to us were very knowledgeable, responsive, and helpful. We
had numerous sessions which they attended to help us thru our activities across each of our
environments, culminating with our product deployment over the course of a Saturday. Any
issues that were identiﬁed, were reviewed and resolved in a timely manner, and
communication was good throughout the process.” – Alex Hollemeyer, Charter

Summary
Rego's CA PPM (Clarity) software comes competitively priced with higher-value
implementations. As our client-partner, you'll have the ability to customize your
change management training with Rego-vetted education, integration, and
adoption tools.

We've specialized in PPM exclusively for ten years, and it shows. That's why
we're diﬀerent and honored to be the unmatched leader of CA PPM (Clarity)
resells. Contact Rego today to ﬁnd out how you can leverage our oﬀerings as
your new CA PPM partner.

888.813.0444

info@regoconsulting.com

regoconsulting.com

